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IE X S S I 0 2T R TT.REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR. 
GEORGE W. MYERS, PRINTER.
From the Churchman.
• * * ♦ • Stoical indifference is generally te high­
est characteristic of a philosopher's death. 'I he hmorous 
conversation which Huine fancied to himself with Ch.on, and 
the playful trifle of Adrian (as given below) are rarattain­
ments in philosophy, and have been warmly tulogized.s such. 
They may accordingly be considered as evidencing utmost 
(hat philosophy can accomplish towards a preparation fr death: 
and we have therefore a fair estimate of the relative cieacy of 
philosophy and Christianity in this point of view, byompar- 
ing the address of Adrian with the following ode of .ugustus 
Toplady. Reader, peruse them both, and say whiclshall be 
yours in the hour of death? Will you choose the feed and 
contemptuous levity of the one, or the ineffable dipitv and 
triumphant exultation of the other? Will you die am philo- 
aopher, or die as a Christian ?
THE DYING INFIDEL TO HIS SOIL.
Thou gentle little thing of air,
Ever moving,
Ever roving,
Thy body’s guest and fellow here,
Art going? Tell me where:
Thou 'It only he a vapor pale,
And cold, thy suppleness will fail,
Thou ’It naked be,
When gone from me;
And I shall lose thy wonted glee.
THE DYING BELIEVER TO iiX3 SOUV
Deathless principle, arise;
Soar, thou native of the sites; 
l’earl of price, by Jesus bought,
To his glorious likeness wrought.
Go to shine before his throne,
Deck his mediatorial ciown:
Go, his triumphs to adorn,
Born of Gon—to Gon return.
Lo, he beckons from on high,
Fearless, to his presence fly :
Thine the merit of his blood,
Thine the righteousness of God.
Angels, joyful to attend,
Hovering round thy pillow bend;
Wait to catch the signal given,
And escort thee quick to heaven.
Is thy earthly house distress d?
Willing to retain her guest?
*T is not thou, hut she, must die;
• Fly, celestial tenant, flv;
Burst thy shackles, drop thy' clay.
Sweetly breathe thyself away:
Singing, to thy crown remove,
Swift of wing, end fired with love.
Shudder not to pass the stream :
Venture all thy care on Him ;
Him, whose dying love and power 
Still’d its tossing, hush’d its roar.
Safe is the expanded wave;
Gentle as a summer's eve;
Not one object of his care 
Ever suffer’d shipwreck there.
.See the haven full in view!
Love divine shall hear thee through:
Trust to that propitious gale;
Weigh thy anchor, spread thy sail: fL 
Saints in glory perfect made,
W ait thy passage through the shade; I 
Ardent for thy coming o’er,
See, they throng the blissful shore.
Mount, their transports to improve.
Join the longing choir above;
Swiftly to their wish he given;
Kindle higher joys in heaven.
Such the prospects that arise , »
To the dying Christian’s eyes;
Such the glorious vista, faith 
Opens through the shades of death
of our young men. I am sorry that I find myself unable to ! 
comply with the request which the letter contains.
Yours &c.
Rev. and Dear Sir,—At the solicitation of J 
our brethren in this place, 1 now address you on a 
subject of the deepest interest to us as Episco­
palians.
We have been without the services of a minis­
ter more than a year; during which time we have ; 
had but one sermon from a regularly ordained min- 1 
ister of God; and that was from you last summer. 
Our church is in a most destitute and forlorn con­
dition. We are as it were, deserted by the cler­
gy of this diocese, and like “ sheep without a shep­
herd.” Some of our members have v andered from \ 
our beloved church founded as it is upon the “apos-1 
ties and prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the I 
chief corner stone;” and joined themselves to 
other communions. This we have had the pain I 
of seeing, and which, I fear, we shah be called 
upon to witness again, unless some.;-v. will come) 
jano animate our affections for the Church, by cal- { 
ung us together and administering once more the? 
sacrament of the Lord's supper. We are ail ex- j 
ceedingly desirous of seeing you here if but fora 
few days. It is an inclement season and we would 
not make the request of you, but from the extreme 
urgency of the case. We are using every effort 
now to raise the means of erecting a church edi 
fice in this town. Now is the critical moment. If 
wre do not carry on the undertaking, it will fail 
entirely, and leave for many years this truly de­
lightful and interesting part of the state without 
church or minister. Long will it be ere the holy 
and sublime strains of our Liturgy be heard in this 
lovely valley. You, reverend sir, can aid us much 
by a short visit. We earnestly desire once more 
to receive the holy sacrament, and raise our hearts 
together to Heaven in the service of our church, 
the pride, the joy, the consolation of the true Epis 
copalian. O man of God “come over and help 
us.” Let us not despond. If you can come you 
may do us much good, and our hearts and prayers 
and our best wishes shall ever attend you.
With every sentiment of esteem, I subscribe my­
self, your friend in the Gospel, **** ** * *#*
tbs way to be saved from hell; only vou must read 
——— - the book to all your friends in Siam.’
For the Gambier Observer. . { 1 J,js |,e promised, and seemed quite surprised to
Ma. Editor,—If you will publish the following earnest ap- ; get tile book so cheap—he said be had come to 
peal from a member of our church in a neighboring state; per- i worship at Slvra dagong; blit the day before had 
haps it may awaken a missionary spirit in the hearts of some seen a book to it told of another God that imide
I all things.
Effects of Tracts.—The Priest mentaned above, 
called again to day. He says his mind shakes so 
much that he has not worshipped the p< ;oda since 
getting the tracts, and he wants to know more a- 
bout Christ and the resurrection from the dead. 
I had a long talk with him about the carnal and 
spiritual mind. I told him he must pray for the 
Holy Spirit to teach and give him a new heart or 
he woeid live iu darkness, and at last die and be 
shut up in one eternal darkness.
Feb. 24. Had fourteen at worship, and after­
wards had a am!) r of inquirers from a distance;— 
some of them staid till dark.
23. About 130 or 40 tracts go every day. The 
young man, mei oned two or three times before, 
(who is a relative of the Governor’s He,) called 
this evening: he says he puts off bapfism for the 
present, for all his movements are watched with 
the greatest vigilance.
March 1. Yesterday and to day we have had 
a great number of inquirers at the house. Some 
of them declare their belief in the Christian reli­
gion, and others say they are not satisfied.
3. This hrs been an interesting Sabbath—18, 
besides children were assembled iu an up; or room: 
after services I gave them a long account of the 
progress of religion, from the days of Luther and 
Calvin down to the present time. When they 
heard how many disciples in Fiance, Engl; id and 
other countries had suflered death, rathei than re­
nounce Christ, they said they would pray for 
more faith, that they might be bold in the cause 
of Christ. One interesting inquirer was present 
to-day, from a town above Prome. He got the 
balance more than a year since, and says it shook 
his faith in Gaudama at once. He listened to the 
gospel with much attention, and, for the first time, 
got ar? idea of the atonement and of the resurrec­
tion of the dead. His heart seemed prepared for 
the reception of the gospel.—More than 200 came 
to the house for tracts.
5. This has been a great day with the Bur- 
mans. The Viceroy made a display of all his 
kingly grandeur. In the morning, with alibis 
immense train, he visited the great pagoda—an 
ocean of people might be seen bowing bet'i re their 
idols. Gave away 2300 tracts, and, except in 
some rare instances, no person received but one.
Diffusion of Christianity.—1 constantly have 
interesting intelligence from Touvg Ob—a consid­
erable number, and some of the first class, have 
turned out. against the priests, and consequently 
against the religion of Gaudama. Were it not for 
Avcf, I should feel disposed to visit that city imme­
diately. About nine months ago I had one of the 
principal men of Toung Go as an inquirer, for ten 
or twelve days—I trust he became a wSrm-heart- 
ed, and enlightened Christian. He was a man of 
superior mind, and his soul was coarmed with tho 
Gospel of Christ.
Had much.conversation wjth Moung Zoo-the, a 
young man of promising ta'ents, who has been an 
inquirer for some time, and for two days past has 
been asking for baptism; I said to him; “Are you 
not afraid to be baptised?”
From tlie Albany Journal & Telegraph.
| BURMA IL
Rangoon.—Had a long conversation to day ) 
with two priests from Ava; one of them was an in- , 
telligent young man, and after many inquiries a- ' 
bout the Christian religion, particularly its origin, ’ 
and commands, he said, if I was willing, lie would 
call again in one or two days.
Interesting Application.—Returning from my 
morning walk, a young man came after me and in­
quired, ‘are you a teacher of religion?'
‘Yes; what do you want?'
‘A book that tells about God and Jesus Christ; 
but I have come from Siam, and I have jio money; 
will you let me hare a book for some tobacco?’
‘If you will follow me to the house, I will give 
you a book that will teach you the true God, and
i ,':'k
98
“/ have been; but it is gone now 
strong.”
“But supposing you are seized, put in prison, 
and beat with a bamboo; will you be strong then? ’
“I cannot deny Christ.”
“But supposing they kill you ?”
“Let them kill; I desire to follow Christ.”
In the evening we had a prayer-meeting prepar­
atory to the Lor J’s Supper.—Mr. Kincaid.
katana«r. it
:: i o c- a a ? h y
From the London Christian Advocate.
MEMOIRS OF MRS. IIANNAII MORE.
Hannali More was born in 1744, at the village of dency. . ,
Stapleton, Gloucestershire. She was the young- that to bye to the glory of God, and to the good 
est of five sisters, none of whom entered into the of our fellow-creatures, is the great object o hu- 
marriage state. Her father, who died while she man existence, and the only one which can bring 
was a clergyman, eminent for his clas- peace at the last, she quitted the bright circle ofwas young,
sical attainments, but equally eminent for the ex 
cellcnceof his character and disposition. Of her 
mother we know nothing. Very early in life,
Hannah evinced a taste for literature, and an in­
satiable appetite for books. She speedily devour­
ed the contents of her father’s library, and then ,
had recourse to those of some friends in the village ed at a very early period of her life, were not pnnt- 
of Hanham, near Bristol. It is said that Richard- j ed till the year 1782. The fact that she had writ- 
son’s Pamela was the first book that fell in her way, 
and that inspired her with a passion for reading 
As she grew up towards womanhood, her re
markable attainments and excellent character at­
tracted the esteem and admiration of her neigh­
bors, and, becoming more widely known, acquiredr i, .i . „ i tage from the notice into which her talents broughtfor her the patronage ot several persons ot supe-I - ° - —. .
rior station and talent. Her sisters, who, though
less gifted than she, were amiable and clever wo­
men, had, in the mean time, opened a small school, 
which, as their reputation increased, was relin­
quished for one of higher pretensions. While they 
were engaged in tuition, she was trying her pow-
ers in the composition of verse. At°the age of S 0,1 the Manners of the Great,” which excited much
“ . . - . - _ —_ - .. I 11 f nPrii? I n z 1 n 11 I i za n t-l-wi It ■ i 1- ,4- 4- X-V 4 k H i n itseventeen, we are told, she completed “Search af-( 
ter Happiness” and her “ Sacred Dramas.” But 
neither of'these works was published for some 
years after its completion. The dramas were writ­
ten for the purpose of counteracting the growing 
custom of introducing into female boarding-schools 
plays of an improper tendency, and allowing them 
to be acted by the pupils. In this the author was 
undoubtedly successful to a considerable extent,
as the wide circulation and frequent adoption ofj ll‘bt *stol and aiterwaids in L 
her dramas attest. The representation tven of I ed sufBc.ent property to enable the
her compositions, however, is a practice of a ques- PublJcl;f«’a»d Purchase a residence - y-, - , nu •
tionable nature. It serves equally with the per- wood delight ally situated at the foot of the Men- , kno.™ ami most highly apprec.ated-is her “Chris- 
formances of plays, to engender that fondness for d'P llllls’ ,1 M fou,nd 11 111 a.wdd and uncultiva- J tian Morals, in two volumes. This is truly valua- 
dramatic exhibitions which naturally terminates in ted s,tatLe; ,bu!’,by ,the exercise of their taste, it ble, and will be read with pleasure and improve- 
the habit of going to the theatre. : was clothed with order and fertility. I he following merit by generations yet unborn.
,, , ° . ... ,, , , description of the scene has been given by a vi- The last work on which he was engaged, anilAbout the year 1*66, the Misses More had ac-' sitor; u.hidl publjsW five sjx years since, in a
quned so muc i ceico. i y, as insiuccrso yout i, “ l’he cottage though covered with thatch, isismall volume entitled “The Spirit of Prayer,” 
that, on the recommendation ol several ladies of exceQdingly and taslefu!; and both with.) which is an assemblage of the most devotional
oi tune an. ( iscei nmttit, I ..ey rcmo\Cc o », is o , j ju nnd \vears all the appearance of sim-i passages in her various writings. It opens with a
ani opene a ioai t .ng sc 100 in at >. s i ee . ,i a j p]e e]eganee. jt occupies a situation on the gen-: striking definition of prayer, which may be instanc- 
K 101t tnue,it was (.steeme ..e irs c s .,u !s uni it o tje declivity of an eminence, and commands a view I ed as one of the finest specimens of the author! 
the kind m the west of England, and was selected of ,he vil, of Wrington, a short distance be-) powers of composition. The motto which she pre 
by many persons of rank for the education of their How, and a richly yarieg”ated C0unt,7, with an ex-! ‘ ‘
tensive horizon. The selection of this spot, the
plan of the cottage, and the arrangement of the 
grounds, are due to the ingenuity and talent of 
the sisters, and reflect the highest credit upon tljeir 
taste and judgment.
i he village at the foot of the hill contains an 
°^d. Church, and provides them with all the
facilities of mere neighborhood, at a convenient 
distance. The house is large enough for all the
fixed to this most interesting collection, “Know­
ing that shortly I must put off this my tabernacle, 
shows what she was then.anticipating, and what u 
the temper of mind suited to the Christian charac­
ter and profession.
But literary occupations did not absorb her 
whole time in the delightful retirement of Barley- 
Wood. She instituted a number of schoolsinthc 
vicinity at which many hundreds of children were 
educated under her direction. The following ac­
count of her habits and employment is given by 
an American gentleman, who visited her in 1819,
c . . - , , , . ---------------------------e-....-......-.....  when she had lost all her sisfeys but one:
Jhe success of this poem encouraged her to re- Among these favorites, I noticed particularly the j “In the short conversation we had with Martha 
peat tlie experiment on public favor, by publish-! likeness of William Wilberforce, Elizabeth Carter,1 More, before her sister joined us, the formerspoke 
mgalegendary talesomewhatsunilartoGoldsmith's , Richard Reynolds, and Henderson, the celebrated ' “
pat ietic Hailad of EJwm and Angelina. She af- . youthful genius of Bristol. Hannah’s bed cham 
terwards turned her attention to dramatic coniposi-1 ber, into which we were introduced for the sake 
tion. Hct first play was “ Fatal Falsehood,” which j of a
daughters.
Miss Hannah More accompanied her sisters to 
Bristol, where she acquired the friendship of Dr. 
Stonehouse, a gentleman from whose urbanity, in­
fluence, and general knowledge, she derived mate­
rial worldly advantages; but it is doubtful whether 
her acquaintance with him, though be was a cler­
gyman, resulted in her religious improvement. He 
it was, however, who prepared for the press her
first work, “I he Search after Happiness, which ; purposes of domestic comfort and hospitality. The 
according to the Horatian I recept did not “come walls of the sitting room, below, are ornamented 
—till it bad been several years in existence—) with the portraits of their most distinguished friends.out
. , j .a tnore complete prospect of the country, con-
was “brought out under the patronage of Gar- tained her library; which I should estimate at least 
riex, w ith whom Dr. Stonehouse was intimate. It, at a thousand volumes. It consists of the most se- 
wastolc.ably well received; but “ Percy, her se- lect and valuable works upon theology and gene-
tond effort in this department, was much more suc­
cessful. “The Inflexible Captive,” the only other 
drama she prepared for the stage, was greatly in-
GAMBIER OBSERVER.
and I feci \ ferior to its predecessors. During these engage- 
' ments, she came into contact with several distin­
guished men of that day. She was honored with 
the intimate acquaintance of Johnson, Burke, and
Reynolds, and of many other highly eminent in' .
dividuals.whoequallyappreciatedheramiablequal- the shi,bberies, and reposed ourselves on seats in
ities and her superior intellect
The fact that Hannah More wrote for the stage
will, with most religious persons, be deemed proof 
enough that she was not then so decided a Chris­
tian as she afterwards evidently became.
Wc are disposed to date the conversion of Han­
nah More from the period when her publications 
assumed a decidedly religious character and ten- 
Then it was that under a deep conviction
fashion and literature, and devoted herself to a 
life of active Christian benevolence and to the 
composition of various works, having for their ob­
ject the real improvement of mankind. Among 
this class of works, her “ Sacred Dramas” must be 
mentioned as the first.; for these, though compos-
ten for the stage in the mean time, would have led 
us to suspect the truth of the declaration, that 
the Sacred Dramas” were composed while she was 
a girl, but that, it rests on the evidence of a respec­
table American, who had it from her own lips. It 
serves to show that she derived no religious advan
her, and to attest the power of Divine grace, by I work wich fully justified the aspirations which her 
which she was ultimately rescued from the dan- 1 right rverend friend had taught her to indulge,
gerous tendency of worldly associations and of pub 
licapplause. Her first work of adidactie nature was 
entitled “ Essays to Young Ladies.” To this, in 
1788,succeeded an anonymous volume, “ Thoughts
interest and curiosity. Some attributed it to the Dish 
op of London, and others to the late Mr, Wilber­
force. It was at length traced to the masculine 
pen of Mrs. Hannah More. Its object was to ex­
pose and correct the licentious manners of the 
great, and it proved that she had not moved in fast) • 
ionable circles with perfect satisfaction of mind.
Before this volume appeared, Miss Hannah More 
and her sisters, by their reputation and industry, 
first in Bristol and afterwards in B
ral literature. She showed us a letter, from a Rus­
sian princess, written with her own hand, in broken 
English, solely to acknowledge the satisfaction
andbtefit which the works of Hannah More had 
offeree her. Every thing within and about the 
cottla—the furniture, the needlework, the flow­
ers—bars the impression of taste and activity. 
We pijsued the windings of a narrow walk amoiw
rustic -hors, from which glimpses are obtainedof 
the exanded valley below. In an open spot, at 
one of lie turns of the walk, there was a n^atbut 
plain tpnument, to the memory of Bishop Porte- 
us whehad been their particular friend: and in 
anothe place, a more costly stone was erected to 
the niaiory of John Locke. This was a present 
to then sisters from Lady Montague; andavery 
approbate place it is for its erection; for, in an 
old thtched house adjoining the church-yard in 
the viage of Wrington, at the foot of the hill, 
did till great man draw his first breath. Ilis mo­
ther, wile travelling, was constrained to take up 
her realenccin this house, until her new-born child 
was ol enough for her to pursue the journey.”
Perapsthe highest testimony to the talentsand 
virtues of Hannah More, was borne by Bishop 
Portey, who strongly recommended herasevery 
way qulified to superintend the education of the 
Princek Charlotte. By those in power, however, 
the eh'ge was thought too great for an individu­
al with it title, though they were willing enough to 
engagflier service in a suboi dinate capacity. But 
she defined the offet^jjiid the negotiation ended. 
That sc had indulged the prospect of receiving 
the big er appointment, maybe presumed from 
the suLequent appearance of her “ Hints toward* 
formint the character of a young Princess," a
but ycla work of more universal application than 
the titl intimates.
In 109, she published her “Ccelebs in Search 
of a Wfe,” a novel of unexceptionable moral ten­
dency, hough far'from being perfect as a work of 
art. Itihad an amazing run, a second edition be­
ing calhd for in less than a fortnight after the first 
was issued. The heroine is a pattern of ideal ex­
cellence,'not a transcript of nature. The narra­
tive likewise is exaggerated. The redeeming qual­
ities- are purity of .sentiment, vigour of style, and 
a happy vein of wT and satire.
Besides the. works already noticed, Mrs. More 
gave to the.world several'other publications, alike
much of jJie latter, and appeared as much inter­
ested in the reputation of her works, and as high­
ly to enjoy their celebrity, as the author herself 
could do. The latter soon came in, and took u» 
by the hand with great ease and urbanity. A ta­
ble w*as placed in the middle of the room, Jtround 
which we all seated ourselves. The charitable 
and religious institutions of our country were in­
quired after by Hannah, with the zeal of one who 
feels a lively concern for the good of mankind
GAMBIER OBSERVER.
every part of the world. The cause of Bile so- ( He would have proceeded to enforce obedience’ 
cieties she has much at heart, and is decideiy op-1 but the report of a gun arrested his attention. He 
posed, though a firm church woman, to ie re- , entered a thicket, to discover whence it proceed- 
strictive principles advocated by some of le mi- ed,aud the weary and sad-hearted mother sat down 
tred heads of the Establishment. She hd just j upon the grass. Bitter were her reflections dur- 
given a notable demonstration of her zealin this ; ingthat interval of rest among the wilds of Ohio, 
cause. The anniversary of the auxiliaryiociety i The pleasant New England from which she had 
of the neighborhood was held last week, ad she j just emigrated, and the peaceful home of her birth, 
and her sister gave a dinner and a tea entertinment; rose up to her view, where, hut a few years before, 
to the whole company. There were 103>ersons {she had given hei hand to one, whose unkindness 
who partook of the dinner, and no less thn three now strewed her path with thorns. By constant 
hundred drank tea. As many as the cottag would and endearing attentions, he had won her youth- 
hold were accommodated in it; and the ret were ful love, and the two first years of their union pro- 
served upon the lawn, around it. Arnog them j mised happiness. Both were industrious and af- 
were thirty seven clergymen, and the Bihop of) fectionate, and the smiles of their infant in his 
Gloucester. i evening sports or slumbers, more than repaid the
Notwithstanding she is at the age of eventy- labors of the day.
five, and has endured many attacks of disease, { But a change became visible. The husband 
she went, yesterday, twenty-two miles to ittend a j’grew inattentive to his business and indifferent to 
Sunday school. Her constitution, she sid, was his fireside. He permitted debts to accumulate,
very strong, for it had carried her with tb bless­
ing of Providence, through the assaults o twenty 
mortal diseases.
“We left Barley-wood, with feelings )f much 
satisfaction from the visit. Mine was nt dimin­
ished, by carrying with me a present of . copy of 
“Christian Morals,” from the hands of tie author, 
given as a memorandum of the visit, andin which 
she wrote my name, in an excellent ham, without 
spectacles. It is rare indeed to find so nuch viva­
city of manners, at so advanced a periid of life, 
as these ladies possess. They are fond <f a coun­
try life. Hannah remarked to us that the only 
natural pleasures which remained to her’in their 
full force, were the love of the country aid of flow­
ers.”
On the death of her sister Martha, vhich took 
place a few years since, Mrs. Hannah More ex­
changed her residence at Barley-wood lor Clifton, 
near Bristol, where notwithstanding theincreasing 
infirmities of age, she maintained her woited cheer­
fulness of temper, and continued to distribute her 
superfluous wealth in acts of the purest benevo­
lence and highest charity, until death put an end 
to her long and useful career. This event occur­
red on the 7th of September, at her residence in 
Windsor Terrace, Clifton, in the 83ih yw of Ur 
age; and her remains were interred on Friday the 
13th, in the vault at Wr'ngton, which contains 
those of her beloved sisters. She had endured a 
painful and protracted illness, accompanied by fe­
verish delirium; but theblessed influence of Chris­
tian habits were strikingly exemplified even under 
the decay of extreme old age and its attendant 
consequences. She frequently broke forth into 
earnest prayer and devout ejaculations, and inva­
riably met the affectionate attention of the friends
who sedulously watched oyer her sick bed, by un- - When he was not too far stupified to comprehend 
ceasing and most expressive returns of grateful j her remarks, his deportment was exceedingly over­
love. An individual who saw her the day of her hearing and arbitrary. He felt that she had no
last seizure, which was in November, 1832, states 
that “she expressed to him, in a most impressive 
manner, the sentiments of a humble and penitent 
believer of Jesus Christ, assuring him that she re­
posed her hopes of salvation on his merits alone, 
and expressing at the same time a firm and joyful 
affiance on his unchangeable promises.”
TEMPERANCE TALES.
From the Religious Souvenir for 1834.
THE INTEMPERATE.
“Come along,” said James Harwood to his wife, 
who burdened with two children, followed in his 
steps. Her heart was full, and she made no reply.
“ Well, be sullen if you choose, but make haste 
you shall, or I will leave you behind in the woods.”
Then, as if vexed because his ill-humor failed 
to irritate its object, he added in a higher tone—
“Put down that boy. Have not I told you, 
twenty times, that you could get. along faster if 
you had but one to carry? He can walk as. well 
as I can.”
“He is sick,” said his mother; “feel how his 
•diead throbs. Pray take him in your arms.”
“I tell you, Jane Harwood, once for all, that 
you are spoiling the child by your foolishness. He 
is no more sick than I am. You are only trying 
to make him lazy. Get down I tell you, and walk,” 
addressing the languid boy.
friend to protect her from insolence, and was en­
tirely in his own power: and she was compelled 
to realize that it was a power without generosity, 
and that there is no tyrant so perfect as that of a| 
capricious and alienated husband.
As they approached the close of their distres­
sing journey, the roads became worse, and their 
horse utterly failed. He had been hut scantily 
provided for, as the intemperance of his owner j 
had taxed and impoverished every thing for his j 
own support. Jane wept as she looked upon the I 
dying animal, and remembered his laborious and 
ill-repaid services.
“What shall I do with the brute?” exclaimed: 
his master; “he has died in such an out-of-the-way I 
place, that I cannot even find any one to buy his , 
skin.”
Under the shelter of their miserably broken wa- ; 
gon, they passed another night, and early in the 
morning pursued their way on foot. Of their slen- j 
der stores, a few morsels of bread were all that 
remained But James had about his person a hot-1 
tie, which he no longer made a secret of using. I 
At every application of it to his lips, his temper i 
seemed to acquire new violence. They were with­
in a few miles of their journey’s end, and their direc 
tions had been very clear and precise. But his mind 
became so bewildered and his heart so perverse, 
that he persisted in choosing by-paths of under­
wood and tangled weeds under the pretence of
in spite of the economy of his wife, and became 
morose and offended at her remonstrances. She 
strove to hide even from her own heart, the vice 
which was gaining the ascendency over him, and 
redoubled her exertions to rerder his home agree­
able. But too frequently her efforts were of no 
avail, or contemptuously rejected. The death of 
her beloved mother, and the birth of a second in­
fant, convinced her that neither in sorrow nor in 
sickness could she expect sympathy from him to 
whom she had given her heart, in the simple faith 
of confiding affectiod. They became miserably 
poor, and the cause was evident to every observer. 
In this distress, a letter was received from a broth­
er who had been for several years a resident in 
Ohio, mentioning that he was induced to remove 
farther westward, and offering them the tenement 
which his family would leave vacant, and a small 
portion of cleared land, until they might he able 
to become purchasers.
Poor Jane listened to this proposal with gratitude. 
She thought she saw in it the salvation of her hus­
band. She believed that if he were divided from 
his intemperate companions, he would return to 
his early habits of industry and virtue. The trial 
of leaving native and endeared scenes, from which 
ohc would once have shrunk, seemed, as nothing in 
comparison with the prospect of his reformation 
and returning happiness.
The journey was slow and toilsome. The au­
tumnal rains and the state of the roads were against 
them. The few utensils and comforts which they 
carried with them, were gradually abstracted and 
sold. The object of this trafnic could not he doubt­
ed. The effects were hut too visible in his conduct. 
She reasoned, she endeavored to persuade him to 
a different course. But anger was the only result.
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j seeking a shorter route. This increased and pro­
longed their fatigue; but no entreaty of his wea- 
i ried wife was regarded. Indeed, so exasperated
1 was he at her expostulations that she sought safe­
ty in silence. The little boy of four years old,
! whose constitution had been feeble from his in- 
■ fancy, became so feverish and distressed, a= to he 
unable to proceed. The mother, after in vain so­
liciting aid and compassion from her husband, took 
him in her arms, while the youngest whom she 
i had previously carried, and who was unable to 
| walk, clung to her shoulders. Thus burdened, her 
I progress was tedious and painful. Stili she was 
| enabled to go on: for the strength that nerves a 
j mother’s frame, toiling for her sick child, is from 
( God. She even endeavored to press on more ra- 
! p dly than usual, fearing that if she fell behind, her 
I husband would tear the sufferer from her arms, in 
some paroxysm of his savage intemperance.
Their road during the day, though approaching 
the small settlement where they were to reside, 
lay through a solitary part of the country. The 
children were faint and hungry; and as the exhaust­
ed mother sat upon the grass, trying to nurse her 
infant, she drew from her bosom the last piece of 
bread, and held it to the parched lips of the feeble 
child. But he turned away his head, and with a 
scarcely audible moan, asked for water. Feeling­
ly might she sympathize in the distress of the poor 
outcast, from the tent of Abraham, who laid her 
fatnishi ig son among the shrubs, and sat down a 
good way off, saying, ‘Let me not see the death 
of the child.’ But this Christian mother was not 
in the desert, nor in despair. She looked upward 
to him who is the refuge of the forsaken, and the 
comforter of those whose spirits are cast down.
* « * * #
A cluster of log cabins now met their view 
through an opening in the 'orest. They were plea­
santly situated in the nfdst of an area of cultivat­
ed land. A fine river surmounted by a rustic 
bridge of the trunks of trees, cast a sparkling line 
through the deep, unchanged autumnal verdure.
“ Here we live,” said cheir guide, “a hard-work­
ing, contented people. That is your house which 
has no smoke curling up from the chimney, k 
may not be quite so genteel as some you have left 
behind in the old states, but it is about as good as 
any in the neighborhood, id go and call my wife 
to welcome you; right glad will she be to see you, 
for she sets great store by folks from New- Eng­
land.”
The inside of a log cabin, to those not habitu­
ated to it, presents but a cheerless aspect. The 
eye needs time to accustom itself to the rude walls 
and floors, the absence of glass windows, and doors 
loosely hung upon leathern hinges. The exhaust­
ed woman entered and sank down with her babe. 
There was no chair to receive her. In the corner 
of the room stood a rough hoard table, a low frame 
resembling a beadstead. Glad kind voices of her 
own sex, recalled her from her stupor. Three or 
four matrons, and several blooming young faces, 
welcomed her with smiles. The warn-lh of recep­
tion in a new colony, and the substantial services 
by which it is manifested, put to shame the cere­
monious and heartless professions, which in a more 
artificial state of society are dignified with the 
name of friendship.
As if by magic, what had seemed almost a pri­
son, assumed a different aspect, under the minis­
try of active benevolence. A cheerful flame arose 
from the ample fireplace; several ehairs and a bench 
for the children appeared; a bed with comfortable 
coverings concealed the shapelessness of the bed­
stead, and viands to which they had long been 
strangers were heaped upon the board. An old 
lady held the sick boy tenderly in her arms, who 
seemed to revive as he saw his mother’s face brigh­
ten, and the infant, after a draught of fresh milk, 
fell into a sweet and profound slumber. One by 
one the neighbors departed, that the wearied ones 
might have an opportunity of repose. John Wil­
liams, who was the last to hid good night, lingered 
a moment as he closed the door, and said—
‘Friend Harwood, there is a fine, gentle cow 
feeding at your door: and for old acquaintance 
sake, you and your family are welcome to the use 
of her for the present, or until you can make out 
better.”
h T ' *
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When they were left alone, Jane poured out her 
gratitude to her Almighty Protector io a flood of 
joyful tears. Ku, loess to which she had recent­
ly been a stranger, fell as bairn of Gilead upon 
her wounded spirit.
“ Hjsha.nl," she exclaimed in the fullness of 
her heart, “ we may yet be happy.”
He answered not, and she perceived that he 
heard not. He had thrown himself upon the bed, 
and in a deep and stupid sleep was dispelling the 
fumes of intoxication.
( To be Continued.)
1VJ L I C- : O U S.
For the Gambier Observer. 
BENEFICENCE.
It is to he feared that Christians generally, do 
not realize the importance of systematic and con­
stant liberality, all are ready to acknowledge the 
duty of giving to an object in which they are par­
ticularly interested and from which they expect to 
be, directly or indirectly henefitted.
But when a distant object of charity is present­
ed, eloquence, argument, and not unfrequently the 
direct command of the Saviour, fail to make many 
Christian'; “(eel for it in their pockets.” “’Tis 
too far off", I am not in a situation to give just, now,’ 
“A heavy bill for sickness in my family is to be 
paid,” are excuses, unhappily for the church, too 
familiar with many of her members.
Such Christians never see any good resulting 
from their charities; and so far from accompany­
ing them with their prayers for a blessing to attend
them; it is to be feared that not unfrequently, their 
thoughtsfti e turned to the imagined inconveniences j versation, that they may bring forth the fruits of 
and inability to accomplish some favorite, but it among men to his praise that has called them 
wisely prevented object, occasioned by their scan- i They are an inward and retired people that dare
ty beneficence. God not unfrequently occasions 
a seeming loss at the beginning of a course, which 
in reality proves our gain, hy its preventing us from 
going further ro meet au irreparable one.—With
money in our hands which we ought to have given j them according to what they do. They teach
to the Lord, we may he left to engage in schemes 
for acquiring wealth or honors, which may result 
in the loss of all. While on the other hand, had 
we given to the Lord his due—the very fact of
our not having the means, may lead us to the adop- , and religion hypocrisy, 
tion of such measures as God would have blessed, j trious people in their generation, and though 
against superfluity, yet lovers of ingenuity. It was 
in their name five of us came to salute thee, who 
wish thou mayest have an eye to this divine princi- 
the Lord to direct them in the use of such i pie of life,.and light in the soul, a measure which 
means for their support as he shall see fit. Such j is given to thee a, d all men to profit with. That by 
persons cast not their bread, but their crumbs, on it, piety, wisdom and charity, may dwell with thee, 
the water, and they do not return. Had they ; and thou mayest be qualified to serve the mighty 
cast with a liberal hand, they might, with assurance God, suitable to the great opportunities he hath 
have looked for a return. God loves a cheerful I put into thy hands, so prays a little man, but thy 
giver; and to such full measure shall be given j great friend and well wisher,
and crowned us with increasing riches and non 
ors. At any rate we should have been doing our du­
ty. Many, alas! too many, are unwilling to trust
He who liberally gives of his substance as the 
Lord hath enabled him, may rest assured that God 
will so order and dispose the hearts of others, and 
so direct him, that he shall not be the loser. O, 
that we Could all trust God more.
Th. Mo. 2.-98 William Penn.
RELIGIOUS SYSTEM OF THE BURMANS- 
Tiie Burmans worship Gaudama. According 
to their own account, he was originally only a com 
How displeas- tnon man, (the son of a king in upper Hindostan,) 
ing to him it must be to see his children fearing to who lived in the world about 500 years before the 
entrust any thing to his care and disposal, when birth of Christ. At the age of thirty-five, how- 
lie hath of his own free will and bounty bestowed j ever he withdrew himself into the wilderness; and 
these favors upon them! having there practiced all manner of austerities,
We might to fear, lest God in consequence of was at length annihilaied, and thus crowned with 
our dis'rust m him, and indifference to the cause the perfection of happiness and honor. At the
of his Son, leave us to hardness of heart, and blind­
ness of mind. “There is that withholdeth more 
than is meet, hut it tondeth to poverty.” The li­
beral sou! shall be made fat.” Benevolens.
From the Philadelphia Friend.
LETTER OF WM. PENN TO PETER THE GREAT.
In 1798, the Czar of Muscovy, afterwards cull­
ed Peter the Great, and the founder of the Rus­
sian Empire, made a visit to England. One of his 
objects was to acquire a knowledge of ship build­
ing, for which purpose he worked as a common 
shipwright, in the dock yark at Deptford. He 
occasionally attended Friends’ meeting, and thus 
formed an acquaintance with William Penn and 
c h?rs. William Penn spoke the high Dutch flu­
ently, aid in this la lg.i.ige conversed with the
Czu-. The following letter shows the deep inter- ors. There is norace of men, or standing order 
GSt whipa hu too.; in toe welfare of that potentate, t to whom tun, distinction pertain. Any man, by
If it has been published, my research on this point 
is defective. The present is a copy from Peon’s 
original manuscript. R- V*
Letter to Czar of Muscovy.
It was a profound respect, and not a vain curi­
osity, great Czar, which brought me twice to wait 
upon thee. My desire was, and is, that as God 
Almighty has distinguished thee above so many 
millions of thy fellow creatures, so thou mayest 
distinguish thyself above them by an extraordina­
ry zeal for piety and charity, which are the two 
legs the Christian religion stands upon, and where 
I they are wanting or defective, it must needs fall 
in the streets to the scorn and triumph of the hea 
then. May thy example show thee to be as good 
as great, that thou mayest bear his image, hy whom 
kings reign, and princes decree justice, which, 
without goodness, power itself can never do.— 
Optimus was of old preferred to Maximus among 
heathen princes, much more thou shouldst be 
among Christian emperors. If thou wouldst rule 
well, thou must rule for God, and to do that, thou 
must be ruled by him, who has given to kings his 
grace to command themselves and their subjects, 
and to the people, the grace to obey God, and 
their kings, know, great Czar, and take it with 
thee as one part of the collection of knowledge 
thou art making in this unexampled travel, that ’tis 
in this kingdom, of England, that God has visit­
ed and touched the hearts of a people above for­
ty years ago, by the holy light and grace of his 
Son and our Saviour Jesus Christ. By which their 
minds have been turned from false worship and 
evil living, to worship God who is a spirit, in and 
by his own spirit, and to he led by it in their eon
not conform themselves to vain inventions and 
fashions of the world, either in religious or civil 
conversation, hut live and act as believing that. 
God sceth them in all they do, and will judge
that men must he holy, or they cannot he happy; 
that they should be few in words, peaceable in 
life, suffer wrongs, love enemies, deny themselves; 
without which, faith is false, worship formality, 
Yet they are an indus-
end of six years, he returned and taught bis peo­
ple to offer sacrifices, according to their ability, 
as a means of attaining a happy state. When about 
to die, at the age of eighty, he was asked by them, 
to what object their worship should be addressed 
after he was gone; and he then directed them to 
make an image of himself and to worship it, as­
suring them that by so doing they would obtain 
the same blessings which they had been accustom­
ed to seek immediately from himself. The image of 
Gaudama, accordingly has been worshipped ever 
since, and is to he met with, under all dimensions, 
in every part of the land.
T hey worship, besides, the Pagodas, or sacred 
monuments, erected over some part of the relics 
of this deified man. They are very numerous.






his head, putting on a particular yellow 
t, and retiring into a monastery, may be- 
priest; and when he chooses Io go back 
ito the world, his.priestly character termi- 
While it lasts, however, his person is ab- 
soiutel' sacred. He may not be even touched by
a com r on man, and must always he approached 
with tl ? forms of the deepest adoration. He per­
forms r a sacred service; but spends his time in 
idienes ,living upon the offerings which arebrought 
to the : onastery by the people, as acts of religious 
i worship
Last/, the sacred books are worshipped. These 
were n<t written by Gaudama himself, but contain 
his will, handed down by tradition, and committed 
to writi g 450 years after his death.
The Burmans hold the doctrine of the transmi­
gration if souls. Gaudama himself underwent no 
iess thm 450 transmigrations of this sort, in the 
j upper and nether regions, being sometimes one 
thing anil sometimes another, before he came into 
that conlifion in which he finally attained annihi­
lation. This all his followers hold to be the high­
est good the crowning reward of virtue, the only 
heaven t at is any where to be found. Existence, 
with then, is but one long series of changes from 
one statdof trial to another, sometimes in the hu­
man fornl and sometimes in the bestial, till it be­
comes swlllo’ved up in the loss of all consciousness; 
and this i the great object toward which all reli­




THE LAST RUM SELLER, 
te your joy, gentle reader: that being ii 
yet—we hope though he is born, and 
that the t^ne will soon come when we shall see him 
—hut weiwere thinking how such a man would 
stand out n bold relief on the page of history.— 
The lastrum -seller—how it sounds now—how 
it will soiiid at the time when the heavens shall 
have passal away with a great noise and inquisi­
tion is madifor blood. The last drunkard! the last 
rum-seller-kwhat a pair! their memory will never 
j be lost. They will gain to themselves an imper- 
I ishahle name, eiubalwicd in infamy. But let us an- 
I alyze. Who is a rum-seller? lie is one, who, for 
I the mere sake of gaiL for beside this no other 
I motive can influence him, unless it be the love of 
doing evil; for the mere sake of gain, we say,
1 keeps in his shop and deals out to his fellow men 
j that which is exactly calculated, and admirably 
fitted, as well as invariably and certainly tends to 
' weaken their intellect, debase their moral sensi- 
(hilities, squander their property, undermine their 
! health, beggar their families, destroy social affec­
tion and happiness, induce the commission of crime,, 
and render them more despicable than brutes, and 
as mischievous and reckless as fiends. Now, in so­
ber earnest, we ask where is the man who wish­
es to stand proclaimed to the world, as the last 
man who held out against light, and iove,and truth; 
as the last rum-seller, dragged hy force of public 
execration from his unhallowed employment., and 
sinking to the grave unwept and unmourned?— 
Such a man one would think, would wish to crawl 
away to the farthest corner of creation, and there 
remain in perfect solitude and darkness to all eter­
nity.— Temp. Iiec.
SIN.
One leak will sink a ship: one s/h will destroy 
a sinner.
It you would see the evil of sin, so as to abhor 
it and mourn for it—iook at Christ in the garden, 
I and on the cross.
Sin has brought many a believer into suffering 
and .suffering has kept many a believer from sinning
Oar hea ts, by nature, are like the loadstone, 
which refuses gold or pearls, but attracts iron.— 
Thus the unbeliever flies from Christ and his pre­
cious ordinances, as if afraid of salvation.
A man then shows himself to be a Christian, 
when he had rathersufer than sin.
Christ did not die for sm, that we might live un­
to sin.— Churchman's Almanac.
“Mohammed estahiisheil hi.s religion,” says tha 
profound Pascal, “ By killing others:—Jesus Christ 
oy making hia iallowtirs lay down then- own lives;
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_ Mohammed by forbidding his law to be read— it soothed her amid the threatenings of the te.n-
Jesus Christ by commanding us to read. In a Word, J pest. The ice-cakes rattled upon her limbs, they 
the two were so opposite, that if Momammed took (loaded and weighed them doWn. “My slender
From the Episcopal Recorder.
UNIVERSAL!SM— INTERESTING ANECDOTE.
the way, in human probability to succeed, Jesus i branches,” said she, “ let not this burden overcome As this dnctiinc is calculated to produce the 
Christ took the wav, humanly speaking to be dis-! you. Break not beneath this heavy affliction, break inOit ongei ous influence on the Christian communi- 
apnointed. And lienee instead of concluding that I not but bend, till you can spring hack to your pin- as ,’'e, ?n soc’eJZ, In R®"eraJ* by defeating 
because Mohammed succeeded, Jesus might in i ces. Let not a twig of you he lost! II ,pe must "e "il\°!e des,b'n ?f. V‘*,ne Revelation, which is 
like manner have succeeded, we ought to infer, prop you up for a while; and the angel will reward ’ Cx, b 1 ° ,nail.lls fallen and depraved conch-
that since Momammed has succeeded, Christiani-, your patience. You will move upon a softer air. ,.l0a nauiean practice, and to awaken his 
tv must have inevitably perished, if it hud not! Grace shall be again in your motion, and beauty 4earsas11t° the consequences of h.s perseverance 
ly iiiusv , ...„ i______________ ;________i . J J , in rebellion against the Divine authority, or thehanging around you!been supported by a power altogether divine.’
THE LEAVES.THE ANGEL O
BY MISS H. F. GOULD,
Alas! alas! said the sorrowing tree, my beauti­
ful robe is gone! It has been torn from tpe. Its 
faded pieces whirl upon the wind; they rustle be- golden arrows 
neath the squirrel's foot, as he searches for his nut., cakes glittered as they came. Ei 
They float upon the passing stream, and on the j shattered by a shaft, and unlocked i
quivering lake. Wo is me! for my fair green ves­
ture is gone. It was the gift of the angel of the 
leaves! I have lost it, and my glory has vanished: 
my beauty has disappeared. My summer hours 
have passed away. My bright and comely gar­
ment, alas! it is rent in a thousand parts. Who 
will weave me such an other? Piece hy piece, it 
has been stripped from me. Scarcely did I sigh 
for the loss of one, ere another wandered off on 
air. The sound of music cheers me no more. The 
birds that sang in my bosom were dismayed at my 
desolation. They have flown away with their songs.
‘I stood in my pride. The sun brightened my 
robe with his smile. The zephyrs breathed softly 
through its glassy folds; the clouds strewed pearls 
among them. My shadow was wide upon the earth. 
My arms spread far on the gentle air; my head 
was lifted high: my forehead was lair to the hea­
vens. But now how changed! Sadness is upon 
me; my head is shorn, my arms are stripped; I 
cannot throw a shade on the ground. B 'auty has 
departed, gladness lias gone out of my bosom; the 
blood has retired from my heart, it has sunk into 
the earth. I am thirsty, I am cold. My naked 
limbs shiver in the chilly air. The keen blast
began to lose its ^ecli?p of the remedy which has been gracious-_ . ” I 1 IT nfnwMln/i rnr hm avo 11 t-I-»/-* i qT JThe scowling face of winter w ,. . , , P . . . -features. The raging storm grew faint, and breath - j P,;ov'dcd forrh's restoration to the image. 
ed its last. The restless clouds fretted themselves b->' Holiness of heart -and life, and a consequent 
to atoms; they scattered upon the sky and were |J>r.e|,a aIh>?. . at ?ta.te hiiss whicu is promis-
brushed away? The sun threw down a bundle ofl™ l.° tliefaithJul only eternity, whatever has a 
They fell upon the tree; the ice-
very one was 
tself upon the
limb. They are melted and gone.
The reign of spring had come. Her blessed min­
isters were abroad on the earth; they hovered in 
the air; they blended ti.eir beautiful tints, and cast 
a .vew created glory on the face of the heavens.
The tree was rewarded for her trust. The an­
gel was true to the object of his love. lie re 
turned, he bestowed upon her another robe, 
was bright, glossy, and unsullied. The dust of 
summer had never settled upon it; the scorching 
heat had not faded it; the moth had not profaned 
it. The tree stood again in loveliness; she was 
dressed in more th m her former beauty. She was 
very fair; joy smiled around her on every side.— 
The birds flew back to her bosom. They sang 
on eery branch a hymn io the Angel of the Leaves. 
— Token Jor 1834.
From the Sunday-Sehool Journal.
Sir James Mackintosh, in a letter to Robert Hall, 
after speaking of the religious pursuits of his 
friend, makes these remarks;
“My habits of life have not been favorable to 
this train of meditation. I have been too busy or 
too trifling. My nature, perhaps, would have been
tendency to lessen the influence of those tenets 
which promise heaven to the impenitent sinner, 
happiness to the unholy, and the everlasting favor 
of God to the rebels against his righteous govern­
ment who leave this world with the weapons of 
hostility still wielded in their hands; whatever, I 
say, has a tendency to remove this awful delusion, 
must be regarded as possessing considerable im­
portance. Having occasionally related a circum­
stance, which recently occurred, to several of my 
j‘ j brethren in the ministry, they have requested me 
to forward it for publication, under the impression 
! that it may prove useful. The Lutheran clergy­
man in L------ had been informed that there was
to be Divine service at the Court house on a cer­
tain evening. The notice not having specified to 
what denomination the preacher belonged, he sup­
posed it was some orthodox clergyman who was 
on a journey. As lie usually attended on such oc­
casions, he proceeded at the time specified to the 
place appointed, where he found a large congre­
gation assembled, a considerable proportion of 
i which consisted of his own members. The prcach- 
I er took his text from Mark, c. xvi. v. 15. “Go 
ye into all the world, and preach theGospel to every 
1 creature.” He soon perceived that the principal 
i object of the preacher was, to found upon his text 
(the doctrine of universal salvation, arguing that 
as the Saviour directed the Gospel to be preached
lhe angel had been listening . in soothing ac­
cents he answered the lamentation.
‘My beloved tree,’said he, ‘be comforted! I 
nm by thee still, though every leaf has forsaken 
thee. The voice of gladness is hushed among the 
boughs, but let my whisper console thee. Thy
turai destiny oi my mind; hut. nab.t opposes obsta 
cles, and duty calls me off, and reason frowns on 
him who wastes that reflection on a destiny inde­
pendent of him, which he ought to reserve for ac­
tions of which he is the master.”
How long a catalogue of subscribers might be
sorrow is but for a season. Trust in me; keep my j added to this sad confession! The “two busy” and J ”:iTlipi-p 
promise in thy heart. Be patient and full of hope, 1 “ " * > -• - • L »»the “too trifling” constitute a large portion of those I un(.,r:np PV 
who like Mackintosh, see the path of duty but j “f his peoole.—7Let the words I leave with thee, abide and cheer 
thee through the coming winter. Then I will re­
turn and clothe thee anew.
‘The storm will drive over thee, the snow will manner, too, do men everywhere, and of all grades 
sift through thy naked limbs. But these will be of intellect, an i of all sorts of occupation, lay the 
light and passing afflictions. The ice will weigh I blame of their disobedience to Christ on their 
heavily on thy helpless arms, but it shall soon dis­
solve in tears. It shall pass into the ground, and 
be drunken by thy roots, then it will creep up in 
secret beneath thy bark. It will spread into the 
branches it has oppressed, and help me to adorn 
them. For I shall be here to use it.
‘Thy blood has now only retired for safety.—
The frosts would chill and destroy it. It has gone 
into thy mother's bosom tor her to keep it warm.
Earth will not rob her offspring. She is a careful 
parent, she knows the wants of all her children, 
and forgets not to provide for the least of them.
“The sap that has for a while gone down, will
evidently interested by the subject, he felt great­
ly concerned for the consequences, and was at a 
loss what course to pursue to prevent the poison 
from operating. He feared that if he spoke at the 
time it might be regarded as an act of indecorum, 
if not of illegal interruption; yet if he remained 
was groat danger of the pernicious 
xercising some influence on the minds 
people.—After weighing the matter well, 
up his heart to God for wisdom and di-
that believeth not shall be damned." “ Now, my 
friends” said the Lutheran, “you have heard the 
testimony of our blessed Saviour, which you per­
ceive is in direct opposition to the doctrine this
have not resolution to break off from their suici-. . ........... . , . . . t !•» and lifting
dal “habits of neg ect and inattenti in. In li.ie rectjon j„ so difficult a case, he resolved as the 
least of the two evils, to speak a few words. When 
the minister had concluded his sermon, he accord- 




forward to the desk.” “ No Sir,” said he 
“ I merely request of you the favor to read the 
verse that follows your text.” Thus urged, com­
mon civility rendered acquiescence almost ne­
cessary, and though with evident reluctance, the 
and read, “He that 
baptised shall be saved, but he
circumstances. 'I hey have purchased a held or , hj®g thg g00(lness> Sir> t0 rea(j the ver 
bought a yoke of oxen, and cannot come. 1 hey jinniediately follows your text? “OSir, 
console themselves with the idle delusion that preacher> «<jt you wish to address the, 
more quiet scenes are necessary to their attention - .i.-j-.i. •• « vr- cm
to the claims of God, and that this leisure and qui­
et will come with age. “Duty calls me off;” that 
is the duty of a legislator and politician; as if the 
performance of our relative duties were ineonipat-
tule with, or paramount to, the ^bugatiu.is to serve preac|ier at length complied .i 
God and to be disciples of (. oLt. VViloerfoice (ieijeveth and is tis  
made no such plea for abating his zeal or relax­
ing his strictness as a Christian ; he\hd not think 
his parliamentary duties an “obstacle; but after! 
make thy roots strike deeper and spread wider. It! the example of the apostles, he enjoined upon his ,
will then return to nourish thy heart. It will be i compatriots “to perform the particular duties of j gunt]eman has this* evenin'? inculcated. I need 
renewed and strengthened. Then, if thou shab J their several stations with increased alacrity a'>d ] not jnfonn you which is most de erving credit.”
have remembered and trusted in my promise, I wiiL fidelity, that they might thereby do credit to their 
fulfil it. Buds shall shoot forth on every side of Christian profession."
The effect was overwhelming: so conclusive an ar­
gument at once counteracted and destroyed any in-
thy boughs. I will paint it and fit in every part. We cannot suppose that in the last sentence the ■ |juence the sermon might have otherwise have 
It shall be a comely raiment. Thou shait forget accomplished writer intended to assert himselt aiptothiced, and the Lutheran clergyman (who 
thy present sorrow. Sadness shall he swallowed } fatalist. We trust that the “destiny referred to! hhnself related the affair to me) stated, as a proof 
up in joy. Now my beloved tree, fare thee well i is his public station, into which he was drawn con-) p jt that. the U.iiversalists had not attempted tc 
foraseasonl’ / ' — - ‘ ..........-11 ...... p-“ ’’ - • " : ’
The angel was gone. The muttering winter 
drew near. The wild blast whistled for the storm.
Thestorm came and .howled round the tree. Bat j which forbids him. to 
the wind of lhe angel was hidden in her heart,! Jed and nis rL!neousae*s.
trary to his natural disposition. But even in this , renew their effors in his neighborhood. It also 
case, the excuse is as irrational as in the former.; (i.,,n.1nstrates that the Bible is the most powerful 
No ma is destiny lixes him m an e.nployoient weap(,n against the attacks of error. J. R.
“seex ti.st the kingdom of
; o
Perkiomen Njv 15, 1833,
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Bishop McIlvaink’s Visitation.
L'lie B'shop arrived in Cincinnati on Tuesday the 19th, and 
remained there one week. A temporary interruption of 
health prevented the performance of as many services as he 
had anticipated. In consequence of an apprehension on the 
part of the Vestry of Christ Church, that its floor would not , 
sustain a crowded congregation, the invitation of the authori- 
ties of the 1st and 2d Presbyterian Churches to occupy those 
buildings for the afternoon and night of Sunday, was grateful­
ly accepted and would have been acted on, had not the Bishop s 
indisposition required him to omit the afternoon s seivice.
The two Episcopal congregations united in their beloved 
liturgy, at night, in the spacious Church of which Dr. Beech­
er is tin- pastor, and though the night was excessively stormy, 
the assembly was crowded. At St. Paul s, in the morning, a 
collection was made for the Missionary Association of the 
Diocese, of $32, which on the next day was increased by the 
donation of £2 from a communicant ot Christ Church, *v ho 
also authorized the Bishop to draw on him for $50 annually 
for five years, for the support of a young man at Gambier 
while preparing tor the ministry. The selection of the bene­
ficiary to be in the hands of the Bishop. Who will say, I 
willyo and do likewise^ May not this be only the beginning 
of such good things in Ohio? Are’there not many Episco-. 
palians in the Diocese who have means enough to imitate this 
example? May the Lord give the n tlie heart to pity the des­
titute regions that cry for laborer ;, hut receive not, because we 
have them not! May God enlighten their eyes to see what a 
stewardship they must account for, if having the talent that 
could send one minister of the word to those who are perish­
ing for want of it, that talent be buried.
St. Paul’s Church in Cincinnati, has been sustained and 
tlie Sunday-school kept up, since the death of their late pastor, 
by lay-services; but there is great suffering for want of tlie 
labors of a faithful preacher of the truth, and a diligent shep * 
herd to watch over them as one that must give account. 1 iie 
ladles' society supports hv the avails of needle-work, a benefi­
ciary for the ministry. Exertions are making to obtain a pas­
tor, which will probably be successful.
The congregation of Christ Cliuich are building a very 
large and noble edifice for their accommodation, which in re­
gard to dimensions and the purity of gothic architecture, wi'. 
be second to no protestant Church in the United States. It 
is after the model of the Church at Stepney in England.— 
They hope to have it ready for consecration about the month 
of June next. The ertterprize does honor to the liberality, as 
well as the taste, of those who arc engaged in it. The spiritu­
al character of this people is improving in a substantial and 
encouraging degree. The effort of their pastor is evidently 
to have his communicants children of grace, and growing in 
grace, much more than to have them increase in numbers.— 
Better a handful of communicants with the love of God, than 
o church-full with the love of the world,—It is not meant., 
however, that his are but a handful.—But it is meant that one 
of the great evils of the present day is a hasty spirit to multi­
ply members of churches without sufficient care that they be 
also spiritual members of Christ. The Sunday-school <? 
Christ Church is flourishing—its order good—its superintend- 
ance efficient. The teachers are almost all communicants.— 
Ilad they more to help them, they might collect many more 
children to profit by them. The visit of the Bishop to the 
school was welcomed by a hymn prepared for the occasion and 
sung exclusively and very pleasingly by the children. After 
which, there was an examination which displayed a great dea' 
of familiarity with the text of the Scriptures. Such are the 
nurseries of the Church. May their value to religion, their 
preciousness to Christ lie more and more appreciated by all 
that pray for the prosperity of Zion. Nothing will set up 
vucli a standard against the evils with which the future tenants 
of this western land are threatened—evils of ignorance, pro- 
fitneness, infidelity, and of levelling enmity against whatever 
would rise above the “bottom-fiat” of a vulgar democracy.
The following Hymn is the one referred to above:__
Young lambs of Israel’s flock, we come,
The shepherd of our fold to greet,
And, gathering ’neath this hallowed dome,
Our strains of welcome we repeat.
Here, guarded by the sheltering vine,
O’er which heaven’s softest dews are shed,
Our souls are warm'd by beams divine,
And with immortal bounties fed.
Oh, bless us. Father! let tby prayer 
For us, through yon blue skies ascend:
The gracious Saviour, bending there,
Will smile upon “the children’s friend.”
For once, our own incarnate Lord,
In love earth’s Utile pilgrims blest,
Breath’d o'er them mercy’s gentlest word,
And clasp’d them to his heavenly breast.
For thee, our youthful hands we raise,
For thee, our youthful voices blend;
Oh ! then, accept our humble lays--*
Our Guide, our Father, and our Friend.
Mr. Editor,—We are subscribers to the Christian Library, 
a periodical publication known to many readers of the Gam­
bier Observer. With the plan of that publication we are 
highly pleased, and at the execution so far, perhaps, have no 
cause of complaint. The works which have appeared in it 
are altogether unexceptionable in their character,’ meritorious 
in regard to talent, and useful in their tendency. But in one 
respect we confess that we have been a little disappointed.— 
The publishers gave the assurance, on the cover of the first- 
number, that the Bridgwater Treatises would be republished 
in that work, and wc will not deny that this pledge operated 
as a strong inducement with us to become subscribers to the 
work. Now it is well known that three or four of these 
Treatises have been republished in this country in another 
form, and extensively circulated; hut we have looked in vain 
for their appearance in the Christian Library. We have no 
doubt that the publishers of the Christian Library intend to 
redeem their pledge. But we know that we express the wishes 
of many of their patrons when we say that we should be glad 
to see it done quickly. Many.
Journal of the New-York Convention.—This docu­
ment has just been received, and contains abundant evidence 
of the continued prosperity and very rapid increase of this ex­
tensive Diocese. Among the few subjects of a general nature 
introduced into the Bishop’s Address, we notice a recommen­
dation of the “«e.’O selection of Psalms in metre," and advising 
their early adoption in the different parishes of file Diocese. 
The proposed alteration in the ltubrick made by the last Ge­
neral Convention, which gives to the officiating clergyman the 
liberty of substituting any Psalm or Psalms instead of there- | 
gular Psalms for the d ay, is condemned in the address, as at 
least of doubtful propriety. During the year the Bishop or­
dained 9 Priests and 22 Deacons—consecrated 20 Churches, 
and confirmed 1101 persons.—The following is a summary of 
the Parochial reports:—Baptisms, (adults 394, infants 1877, 
not specified 571,) 2812. Communicants, (added in 88 par­
ishes, 1109,) 10,030. Marriages, 1013. Burials, (515 of 
which in 2 parishes,) 1119. Sunday-schools reported in 95 
parishes; 75 of which report 8131 scholars. Candidates for 
Orders 31; 20 of whom are in the General Theological Se_ 
minary. Congregations organized and admitted to union 
with the Convention, 10. Wnole number of clergy, (1 Bi- 
' shop, 118 Presbyters, and 31 deacons,) 183. Organized 
! Congregations, 190. Canonical Collections and Contribu- 
j tions, (Episcopal Fund, $797 88; Missionary and Education 
! Society General Fund, $553 27; Missionary Fund, $3105 
57; Education Fund, $1271 59: Diocesan Fund, $711 29; 
General Theological Seminary, $1819 26,) $8581 96.
Many of the parishes have manifested a very commendable 
liberality in the support of oer.evclcnt objects. Five congre­
gations, according to the reports, have devoted in this way up­
wards of $18,700. Of this snpi we thankfully notice the 
items of $2,300 from St. Ann’s Church, Brooklyn, and about 
$5,000 from St. George’s, New-York, as donations to Ken­
yon College.
For the Gambier Observer. 
DELAWARE COUNTY BIBLE SOCIETY.
A special meeting of this Society was liolden at the Episco­
pal Church in the village of Delaware on Tuesday, November 
12th, to meet the Visiting Agent of the Parent Society.—- 
The Society met at half past ten in the morning.—In the ab­
sence of the President, one of the vice presidents, Rev. Mr. 
Vandeman of the Presbyterian Church, presided. The meet­
ing was opened with prayer by the Secretary, Rev. Mr. Mc­
Elroy of the Episcopal Church, and the Agent not having 
arrived, the Society adjourned to meet at the same place in 
the evening at early candle-lighting.
Six o’clock, Tuesday evening.—The Society met at the place 
and time appointed. The President, Milo B. Pettibone, Esq. 
of the Episcopal Church, in the chair. The meeting was
opened with prayer by Rev. Mr. Vandeman, and tue toUew,
ing resolutions adopted unanimously.
Moved by the President and seconded by Rev. Mr. Vandt-
Rian—Resolved, That we most deeply deplore the destitution 
of the Holy Scriptures existing at present within the limiti 
of our county, and that we pledge ourselves to supply it by 
the first day of May, 1834s
On the passage of this resolution, several gentlemen volun­
teered to explore and supply the county by townships, each 
taking one or more.
Moved by Mr. Walker, Agent of the A. B. S. and se­
conded by Rev. Mr. MEclroy—Resolved, That the plan and 
object of the A. B. S. meet with our most cordial and un­
qualified approbation, and that we shall most cheerfully coope­
rate with them in sustaining their resolution to furnish the 
Word of God to the heathen world within a limited period,
Moved by Rev. Mr. McElroy and seconded by Rev. Mr. 
Vandeman—Resolved, That we pledge ourselves to raise $300 
within the ensuing year, to aid the Parent Society in the for­
eign distribution of the Holy Scriptures.
Moved by Mr.------ and seconded by Mr. Elias Vande-
man—Resolved, That it is imperious on the patriot, philan­
thropist and Christian to unite in the universal circulation of 
the sacred volume.
After the passage of this resolution, the Society was agaia 
addressed by the Secretary, and in view of their solemn obli­
gations to keep not silence and to give the Lord no rest, till be 
establish and till he make Jerusalem a praise in the earth, re­
solved by simultaneously rising Irom off their seats, to be more 
earnestly and constantly engaged in prayer during the ensuing 
year for the outpouring of the spirit upon the labors of all 
engaged in circulating and promoting the circulation of the 
VVord of God, and after singing that delightful hymn of He­
ber’s “From Greenland’s icy. mountains,” &c., adjourned.
The meeting was addressed by Rev. Mr. Vandeman, Mr. 
Walker, Rev. Mr. McElroy, and Mr. Elias Vandeman, and 
was exceedingly interesting.
Circular of the General Missionary Society.—The 
attention of our readers is particularly requested to the follow­
ing urgent appeal from the Executive Committee: —
The Executive Committee of “The Domestic and Foreign 
Missionary ISociety of the Protestant Episcopal Church of 
the United States,” are induced by a most urgent conviction 
of duty, to make an nppeal to the members of the Church, 
both clerical and lay, Which they trust will be effectual, when 
the exigences which have necessitated it shall be duly consider­
ed. It is not intended to urge the claims of the Missionary 
cause, or to show its identity witii the cause of the Gospel— 
these topics have been already sufficiently illustrated and en­
forced in the official pipers of this Society; and our appeal ii 
addressed to those who sympathize with us in our views and 
sensibilities upon this subject. And we feel persuaded, that 
it is only necessary to inform them of the exigencies of the 
Society, to induce, on their part, a zealous and adequate co­
operation in the measures of relief demanded by the crisis.
Let it lie told then, that at present the Domestic fund of 
the Society is entirely exhausted; nay, that it has been obliged 
to meet demands upon it, by borrowing largely from thc/or- 
eign fund. We wish it to be clearly understood, that all tho 
general fund has been consumed for domestic purposes, together 
with a considerable part of the foreign fund—and that all the 
money now in the treasury stands to the credit of the Greek 
Mission, for which it has been specifically given. So that in­
stead of diverting funds from the Domestic Department, to 
meet the demands upon the toreiyn, which has been by some 
erroneously supposed, the laLtvr has been at times the only re­
source of meeting claims upon the former. To be more par­
ticular, the state of our treasury, with the existing and ac­
cruing demands upon it up to the period of the next annual 
meeting in May, are as follows:—
There is in the treasury at present. $4,350. There standi 
to the credit of the foreign fund, $1,940 83. To the credit 
of the Greek Mission specifically, $5,127 17; leaving an ac­
tual deficiency in the General and Domestic funds of $2,718 
05 cts. 1 lie demands that will certainly accrue on the Do­
mestic fund, up to May next, may be cstiipated at $5,975, 
which, added to the deficiency in the General and Domestic 
fund, amount to $8,693 05.
This presents, it is confessed, a deplorable condition of our 
finances—and it may be asked, how has it been brought about? 
Without entering into minute details, we will only say, that 
in consequence of the pledge of the Board of Directors to 
have at least twenty Domestic Missionaries for the current 
year, the Executive Committee have felt themselves bound to 
make a larger expenditure on this account than in former 
years. And moreover, the heavy responsibilities of the Green 
Bay Mission, which have been for more than a year past de­
volved upon the Church at large, while there have been no 
increased resources for discharging them, have occasioned an 
extraordinary absorption of our funds.
These causes account for the present distressing exigency. 
To meet it promptly, it lias been resolved to have collections 
made in the Episcopal Churches of the city and its vicinity 
immediately—-and we trust the example will be followed in all 
the Churches of our communion. It is confidently believed 
that if the facts we have stated are made known and warmly 
urged upon the members of the Church, there will be no dis­
appointment in the expectations formed in regard to the re-
suit of this appeal. Let it be understood, that we appeal now 
in behalf of the Domestic Department—and when the great 
importance of promoting the foundation and growth of our 
Church in the newly settled parts of our country, and the ne­
cessity of our aid in that behalf are considered, can there be a 
doubt that Episcopalians will come forward promptly and 
liberally, and supply the required funds! The result of this 
appeal will determine the question—and a most serious one it 
is—whether the Church will support its great Missionary In­
stitution? We hope the question will be answered by a prompt, 
united, and vigorous effort in its behalf.
It is respectfully requested that Auxiliary Associations 
which may have any funds on hand for the Society, will remit 
them to the Treasurer as soon as possible. And further, we 
solicit the clergy to read this appeal to their congregations, on 
the occasion of making the requested collections.
William White, President. 
James Montgomery, Jacob Lex,
G. T. Bedell, Casper Morris,
S. II. Tyng, James C. Biddle,
G. A. Smith, Thomas Robins,
J. W. James, J. W. Wiltbank,
Charles N. Banckeb,
7'?
Attest—P. Van Pelt, Secretary. 
Philadelphia, Nov. 22, 1833.
Oneida Indians__ The parochial report to the New-York
Convention of the Rev. Solomon Davis, former missionary’ to 
these Indians, contains the following interesting facts in rela­
tion to their present condition.
In the month of June last, the remaining portion of the 
Episcopal congregation removed to Green Bay, and, at their 
request, I deemed it my duty to accompany them. We sailed 
from Buffalo on the 3d of July, and arrived at the mouth of 
Fox river on the 18th of the same month. One of the In­
dians died on the passage and was buried on a small island 10 
miles west of Mackinaw, l-'uneral service was performed on 
board the vessel at about the setting of the sun, after which, 
in the stillness of night, most of the Indians, together with 
the Captain of the vessel, Major Savage, the agent and myself, 
were set ashore in the boat, and with the usual solemnities, 
the body was committed to its mother earth.
On my arrival at the Bay, I had the happiness of meeting 
those of my congregation who had previously emigrated to 
that country. 1 found them comfortably settled—unwavering 
in their attachment to the Church, and anxious in the extreme 
that its services should be continued among them, and its or­
dinances regularly dispensed. As the vessel in which I sailed 
could not be long detained, I was enabled to spend but fouf 
days in that interesting Held for missionary labor. The day 
previous to my departure, was spent with my Indian brethren 
at Duck Creek, whom I addressed, in ail probability, for the 
last time. After having labored among these people for a pe­
riod of nearly twelve years, and preached to them the “un­
searchable riches of Christ,” it was with no ordinary emotions 
that I could address to them the language of the Apostle, and 
say, “ Now I know that all ye, among whom I have gone 
preaching the kingdom of God, shall see my face no more.” 
Commending them, however, to God and the word of his 
grace—to the protection and guidance of that greet and good 
Shepherd who laid down his life for his sheep, I hid them an 
affectionate farewell. May the love of God rule and reign in 
their hearts—and may they speedily be blessed with a faithful 
pastor to go in and out before them, and to lead them in the 
way 'everlasting! dfc
Before concluding til’s repeat, I cannot refrain from observ­
ing that the Oneidas at Duck Creek speak in the most affec­
tionate terms of the Rev. Mr. Cadle, the General Society’s 
Missionary at Green' Bay, who, notwithstanding his arduous 
duties, has frequently visited, and administered to them the 
ordinances. His kind attention to their spiritual interests, 
haf doubtless, by the blessing of God, been the means of keep­
ing tyieiu within the pale of the Church.
My services as a Missionary to the Oneidas having termina­
ted, it may not be improper here to record that during my re­
sidence among them, the whole number who have received 
baptism is three hundred and forty-live. One hundred and 
thirty-one have received the lioly rite of Confirmation, and 
about the same nufflber been admitted to the Communion.
Sandwich Islands.—The following extract of a letter from 
the Itcv. Mr. Lyons of the Sandwich Islands Mission to his 
brother in Rochester, is published*  in the Family Journal.— 
The date is Wimea, Hawaii, March 4, 1833. The writer is 
•peaking of the young king:
For several weeks past he lifts been buying rnm, brandy, gin 
and wine, by the barrel; and has used every means to keep 
every one drunk that eanie within his reach. About 100 are 
kept in a state of intoxieatn .. at hi.'- pleasure. He eon.mauds 
them to drink, and those who obey b promotes, and those 
who refuse he puts down. None e-cap? his orders. lie has 
ventured to invade the churches, and lay his mandates on the 
followers of Christ. A few have yielded ; one high chief and 
a moman of considerable authority. How many others will 
follow is not known; hut no doubt the church at Honolulu 
•will be most severely tried. About a dozen barrels of strong 
drink have been consumed in that place in two weeks, and 
•with this a former heathenish dance has been re-introduced by 
the orders of the king: The king himself, it is said, drinks 
but little; his object seems to be to show his power. He has 
told Mr. Bingham, that it is not clear bow long he will pur 
»ue such a course. We hardly know what to expect.—W’e 
know that kings and princes are in the bands of God, and all 
events are under his control—our confidence is in Him. The 
princess, the king’s sister, who resides at Lahaina, appears 
well, it is said, at this time. She is much disquieted on ac­
count of her brother’s conduct—Boston lice.
GAMBIER OBSERVED,
Sailor’s Christening.—Mr. Taylor preached yesterday 
afternoon, as usual, to an audwnce filling not only the galle­
ries, aisles and entries, but the pulpit-stairs, and the pulpit it­
self, to overflowing—leaving scarcely a seat or stand for him­
self; nor do we believe-a more patient or attentive congrega­
tion is to be found in the Union than the company of gallant 
tars who listened like living statues to a discourse an hour 
long on this occasion. But the best part of the scene was the 
christening of three children—with water from the vase made 
of the Constitution, of course—the sailor’s will have no other. 
As pretty little fellows were they as need be seen—Lucia, Ste­
phen and all—with caps and-cheeks as red as a primrose; and 
throwing thir tiny arms about the reverend gentleman’s neck— 
as he gave them each, patting their curly heads, a warm bless­
ing and a kind kiss—as instinctively as the vine stretches its 
tendrils to the sunshine. It was too much even for the “thun­
der-lions.” Some of the tender-hearted ‘cried’ like girls, anil 
many a brawny band of a$ old bruiser was seen brushing the 
manly tear from faces which had looked North-Westers out of 
countenance these forty years—Spirit of the Age.
METEOROLOGICAL REGISTER.________
Date. |Sun-rise. 11 o’clock. 19 o’clock, j Wind. | Weather.
Dec’r. 4 32° 43° 36° N. Cloudy
5 32° 40° 28° E. Clear
G 22° 38° 34° N.E. Clear
7 36° 46° 38° E. Cloudy
< 8 34° 46° 38° W. Clear
9 32° 34° 32° W. Snow
10 32° 38° 33° N.W. Clear
LEGISLATIVE.
Ohio Legislature.—This body convened in Columbus on 
I Monday the 2d inst. In the Senate, David T. Disney, of 
i Hamilton county, was chosen Speaker pro. tem. by a majority 
1 of six votes over Peter Hitchcock of Ashtabula county.
In the House of Representatives John II. Keith was elected 
Speaker pro tempore, by a large majority. The Governor’s 
Message was delivered on Tuesday. The prominent subjects 
recoipmended to the notice and action of the Legislature are— 
the importance of encouraging Common School Education—
I a State Bank, as a remedy for the deficiency in the circulating 
medium—the policy of accepting the offer of public lands 
from Indiana, on the condition of constructing a canal from 
the Maumee Bay to ilie Indiana line—The establishment of 
the boundary line between this State and Michigan—the cx- 
I tension of the Miami Canal—repairs of the National Road—
I the new Penitentiary, of which “three stories of cells, making 
, two hundred and ten cells, are now nearly completed,”—the 
! Deaf and Dumb Asylum, on the building for which $1000 
j have been expended, and 4000 more are supposed requisite for 
i its completion, affording, when finished, accommodation for 
' the teachers and sixty pupils'—the proper organization of the 
1 Mditi;—the question of abolishing imprisonment for debt— 
the State library—the “milk sickness”—the re-valuation of 
property in relation to taxation—and last, though not least, 
the canal debt, and the income arising from tolls on the Ohio 
and Miami Canals. The receipts into the Treasury the pre­
sent year for the sales of canal lauds, water rents and tolls, 
will pa; the interest on the foreign c uial debt (4,500,000) and 
more than $22,000 over. “ The receipts for the next year, it 
is anticipated, will pay the interest on the whole canal debt, 
and will gradually thereafter accumulate a surplus, sufficient 
in amount, if profitably invested, to extinguish the whole ca­
nal debt by the time it becomes due.”—There is no part of 
cur State policy,” says the Governor, “that we can contem­
plate with more satisfaction, than our works of internal im­
provement.”
The message takes a wide range, and generally gives good 
Common-sense views of things, and furnishes abundant mat­
ter for pleasing reflection on the prosperity and unexampled 
growth of our State.
Congress, as our readers know, is also in session, and the 
only items of importance which have reached us are the re- 
election of Mr. Stevenson as Speaker, and the election of Mr- 
Franklin of Pennsylvania, ,ts Clerk in place of Mr. St. Clair 
Clarke.
• LITERARY.
University of Vermont.—Rev. John Wheeler of Windsor, 
JVt, was inaugurated President of the University of Vermont 
on Thursday the 7th inst. We understand that more than 
forty students have joined the University this fall, and that 
half tfie subscription of $25,000 has been obtained. This 
institution has for several years been steadily developing and 
realizing its own system of instruction, nothing doubting that 
it would soon commend itself to every sound scholar ; and 
this it has'succeeded in doing, as those know, who have made 
themselves acquainted with it. Its prospects of usefulness 
and onward progress are of the most promising kirid.—Bost. 
Recorder. •
We understand, say# the Lutheran Observer, that the Rev.
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Mr. Krauth, (professor elect,) intends to resign his charge in 
Philadelphia in about two weeks, and enter forthwith upon 
his professional duties in Gettysburg, Pa. »
The American Almanac and Repository of Useful Knowledge, 
for the year 1834, is published by Charles Bowen. This is 
the 5th volume, and fully sustains the high character of the 
series. It contains a vast amount of astionomical, statistical, 
and miscellaneous information, collected aud arranged with 
great judgment and accuracy. The astronomical department 
is edited by R. T. Paine, Esq. and the other parts by a gen­
tleman of equally eminent qualifications for the work. The
successive numbers are volumes of great permanent value.__
The present one lias a more complete account of educationand 
literary institutions in the United States than we have* ever be­
fore seen.—lb.
From the catalogue of the Berkshire Medical Instifution at 
Pittsfield, just published, it appears that the number of students 
now in the Institution is 100, viz. Seniors 48, Junior 52.
Judge Gould, we learn, has relinquished the charge of the 
Litchfield Law School, and Origen S. Seymour, flsq . assume* 
it.
Novel Group.—Mr. Wade, of the Burmah Mission, is ac­
companied in his tour through the United States by a Brah­
min from Burmah and China. While here, says the Roches­
ter Daily Advertiser, these East Indians were introduced to a 
Sandwich Islander (from the Pacific ocean,) who is now a 
printer in this village’ and to a Seneca Chief who is attending 
the Rochester High Sohool, and whose tribe resides in the 
western part of this State. The presentation took place in 
the open air, and among the .witnesses of the interesting cere­
mony might be seen Americans and Europeans of every hue, 
from the pale faces whose fathers had supplanted the ancestor 
of the young Indian in the occupancy ef the rich country 
around them, to the jet-black descendant of Africa, who tes­
tified his interest in the scene by exhibiting two half circles of 
polidicd ivory.
The Chesapeake and Ohio Canal.—This great public work 
is at length completed and in full operation from the District 
of Columbia to the head of the fulls at Harper’s Ferry.?—' 
Large quantities of merchandize and produce arc afloat upon 
it, passing daily east and west. The Point of Rockss^ now 
the point ot attraction, and really presents, we are told, an 
animating scene. Rail road cars and Canal boats, constantly 
arriving, interchanging passengers and cargoes, and then de­
parting—the bustle and confusion of a little village suddenly 
arisen, as it were out of theasarth, and actually dojng’the bu­
siness of a commercial eoipWrium—the novelty of two great 
public enterprises so long at war with each other, just going 
into harmonious operation upon the spot which may be called 
the battleground: and that spot so lately unknown save to 
the jvild foxes of the mountains—in one word, the noblest ex­
hibitions of art and nature contending for mastery, are the 
rich reward of those who may find it convenient to make an
excursion upon the Canal, via the I’oint of Rocks__ Frederick
(Md. J Times.
An article reflecting upon Mr. Duane, late Secretary of t he 
Treasury, has appeared in the Washington Globe, (the official 
paper of the government,) and Mr.- Duane announced in the 
Philadelphia paper his intention to reply to the charges brought 
against him.
A meeting of the friends and advocates of State Rights, from 
all parts of the state of Georgia, is called to meet at Milledge­
ville on the 13th inst. ana a meeting of the friends of the Union 
from all parts o; the State, is also called to meet at the sntnv 
place on the 20th.
Lieut. Randolph, late of the U. S. Navy, has been arrested 
and committed to jail by the U. S. Marshal in Virginia.
lion. Theodore Lvman, jr. has been appointed to the 
Mayoralty of Boston, by a large meeting of the citizens of 
that place, without distinction of party.
foreign.
By arrivals at this port London papers have been received 
to the 23d of October, and Lisbon to the 14th. They con­
tain much highly interesting intelligence—N. York Obs.
Capt. Ross, the intrepid navigator of the Arctic seas, hat 
safely returned to England, and with all bis companions except 
three! After an absence of nearly four years, during which 
they were locked up in the Polar ice and suffered severe hard­
ship, they escaped in their boats, and were picked up by the 
Isabella whale ship, near the entrance of Lancaster sound, in 
August last. Capt. Ross had arrived in London from Hull, 
where he was landed by the Isabella, and during his whole 
journey from the north of England, he was every where re­
ceived by the people with acclamations, ringing of bells, and 
every sign of rejoicing. lie had dined with the king, and 
orders had been given to the Hudson Bay Company to send 
an express with the gratifying intelligence to Capt. Back, who, 
our readers will recollect passed through this city last year on 
his way over-land to the northern coast of our continent, with 
a faint hope of discovering and relieving these very men, whose 
safe return to their country is now annonneed.
The death of King Ferdinand and the ascension of his 
daughter to the throne, under the regency of the Queen her 
mother, has been followed, as was expected, by andnsun-eetioti 
in behalf of Don Carlos, the late king’s brother, Who is sup­
ported by the monks and priests, and opposed by thfc'libcrals. 
So far as accounts have yet been received, the insurrection is 
almost confined to Biscay, Navarre, and two other smell pro­
vinces in the N. E. part of the kingdom.
The news from Portugal continues highly favorable to Don 
Pedro. In a successful sally from Lisbon on the 10th of Oc­
tober, he routed the forces of Don Miguel, and compelled 
them to fly with the loss of wine of their artillery and bag­
gage. At the latest dates he was following up this eoeeew, 




From the Augusta (Geo.) Gazette. 
NEW ENGLAND.
Ob, who upon bis lips could lay 
The seal of caution <rong,
And calmly give tl.e slander way
That does his country wrong?
Who can restrain the burning word,
Tlie fearless glance of youth,
When each indignant thought was stirred
- i To witness to the truth:
New England! glorious native land ! 
When false to thee 1 prove,
Then palsied be my faithless hand,
My lips forget to move!
When thou art Challenged, shall my voice 
In thy good cause forbear?
No’rbe a nobler part my choice,
Here,—ever,—every where,
Home of the good, the brave, the wise, 
Bold youth and beauty bright,
The sun, as on his course he hies,
Beholds no lovelier sight.
Italia’s vales with perfume glow 
From every flowery tree;
But ne’er those lovely valleys know 
The breath of Liberty.
Bright beams the sun ou Syria’s plains, 
Where ancient prophets trod,
\nd held in nature's forest-fanea 
IligJ- converse witli their God.
But hob r arc the hili'; that bind 
Tlty stormy ocean shore,
For there the sacred human mind 
Knows its full strength once more.
There, in the cottage and the hall 
As bursts the morning ray,
The hymn of praise ascends from all 
To him woo give- the day.
There, as the evening sun declines 
They meet in harmless glee;
On all the beam of pleasure shines,
For all alike are free.
Yet if 1 love thee, native-land!
Is the bright South less dear?
Can I no prize the lofty band 
Of generous spirits here?
Souls warmed with honor’s sacred fire! 
Hearts true in friendship known!
Fearless 1 strike the patriot lyre—
Its spirit is your own.
er.d, has •iflecn been the young paint r'a first pencil, while the 
smoothest and whitest wali he qpuld find sopp .cd toe place o 
a canvas. Such. fir example, were the commencing essays o 
the early Tuscan artist, Andrea d -1 Cast tg.u», who employee 
his leisure hours in tins manner when 1 e was a little boy• Urd- 
in« cattle tiil hi- p.rformanccset 1 st attracted the notice of 
one of the Medici ft ui’.v, who phmd him under a proper 
master The famous Saiva.or Rosa fi,:t displayed his genius 
for design in the same m.imer. Io tin sc instances may be 
added that o’-the late Engm > musical composer, Mr. John 
Daw, who is said v ?n only six yea. s old, to liave begun the 
study and th • practice f lus art by ii dieting the chimes of a 
neighboring church .. D ’ d l.t horse shoes, which he suspend­
ed bv strings tom th-- cch-ng " a room in such a maimer as
MISCELLANY.
EccESTiuciTiFs OF Genii:*—It was the custom of Sterne, 
to be very fastidious about his dressrwlien he wished to go on 
with any'of his literary per I'm .anees, which though nppar- 
entlv so easy. w re the result of care : when he was ill-dressed, 
he found that liis thoughts were slovenly and ill-arranged— 
Haydn, also used to dress himself with particular care, he.ure 
he sat down t > compose ; unless his hair was properly powder­
ed and be had his best coat on, he could not command his 
ideas; he- even us d to say, that if he began to write without 
his diamond ring on his finger, (the gift of the Empcroi lie- : 
derick) lie could not get on : and lie never could write music ; 
on any thing but the finest paper. It is related ol Glue!:, , 
that he composed in a meadow, having his piano transported I 
thither. Start, preferred the tnystei iota; gloom of a large i 
apartment, feebly lighted by a single lamp; and Clmarosi , 
composed many parts of his lively opera of th? Mair.nionio 
Segreto, as well ns some other ol his works, in the midst of 
noisy parties. Ptrsiello composed, as Brindly the engineer 
meditated about canals, in bed; and Sacchini was not inspired 
unless his favorite cats were sitting on his shoulders. Lord 
Bacon is said to have delighted to soothe his mind with beau- j 
tiful flowers Hround him, and sweet music playing in the ad- t 
joining room. Jt is related of the celebrated M. Dunning, i 
that whenever he wished to shine in a speech, or in society, he J 
used to put on a blister. Curran used to prepare for exertion 
in a great cause, by playing wild and extemporaneous airs on 
a violoncello It js said, that the composition of his eloquent 
sermons so cxcitl-d the mind of the celebrated Bourdaloue, 
that he would nave been unable io deliver them, but for the 
means lie discovered of allaying the excitement.—His attend­
ants were, one day, both scandalized and alarmed, on proceed­
ing to his apartment, fur the purpose of accompanying him to 
t’ne cathedral, by hearing the sound of a fiddle, playing a very 
lively tune. After their first consternation, they ventured to 
look through a key-hole, and were still more shocked to be­
hold the great divine, dancing about, without his gown and 
canonicals, to his inspiring music—of course, they concluded - 
him to be mad. But when they knocked, the music ceased, I 
and after a short and anxious interval, he met them with a 
composed air ...id manner; and observing some signs of as­
tonishment in the party, explained to them, that without his 
music and exercise, lie shouM have been unable to undertake 
the duties of the day—Cincinnati Journal.
The following ekgaut calculations from the Charleston Olr 
server, are for tl.e t-pc vial benefit of lohacco vliewers. \ (l^w 
months ago we were told of an Anti-Matrimonial Society 
l« rmed by the young ladies of this town; if they would ex*
tablish an Ai.ti-Miirrying-a-Tobacco-Chewiiig-Huxhiiiid-So-
eiety, there v.-euld be some sense in it__ Portland Courier.
Allow that a young man, who is a confirmed tobacco chew, 
er, may live twenty-five years. In each oay, there will issue 
lioni his mouth half a pint of a fluid too nauseously disgust­
ing to describe. In twenty-five years this wilt amount to 
five hundred and fifty gallons, or more than four hogsheads of 
this detestable mass. In the same time, allowing him only 
two ounces a d .y, he will roll as a sweet morsel under his 
tongue half a ti n of the hateful weed, which will sicken a 
dog, or kill a 1. rse, forming a heap of the size of a hay-stack. 
Then bis rejected quids would form a still larger pile, Now 
if such a young man could see ten half hogsheads full of 
abominable filth, destined to pass through his mouth—a wag­
on load of tobacco, and ten wheelbarrows heaped up with 
quids, designe-u for an equally intimate association with his 
lips; how .would the prospect affect him? And if the deli, 
cate young lady who is to_be the partner of his life could see 
the same, how enviable would be her emotion.
Sugar.—This is the most nouiishing substance in nature 
It affords more nutrime than meat. It enters into the com­
position of most vegetables, .and abounds in the beet, melon 
apple, and others which arc the most palatable. It seems re- 
quisite for the sustenance of animal life, and sailors who are 
compelled to subsist only on salted meats, without vegetables, 
are afflicted with disease. Crews of vessels subsist on it du­
ring times of scarcity, and in such cases it has cured the scurry. 
The first settlers of this country, in order to obtain it, used to 
boil up the chips of the walnut trees which they had cut down, 
'l'lie Indians on their long journeys prefer it to any other food, 
because it will not corrupt, and they mix it liberally with their 
powdered Indian corn. The juice of the sugar cane is so 
pleasant and nourishing that all persons at the South employ 
it. The healthygi.'gi oes become robust, and the feeble recov­
er their health by its use. Cattle to whom the tops are given 
grow fat, horses thrive upon it, while hogs fatten on the re­
fuse. Loaf sugar, the finest of all sugars, is frequently order­
ed by physicians as a nutritious substance and we have known 
individuals, who, like Cassius had “a lean and hungry look,” 
to correct their habits by the use of sweet articles, and becoms 
corpulent and healthy—Boston Traveller.
Necessity and Invention.—-A curious catalogue might be 
made of the shifts to which ingenious students in different de­
partments of art have resorted, when, like Daily, they have 
wanted proper instruments for carrying on their inquiries or 1 
experiments. liis is not the fust ease in which the stores of I 
an apothecary’s shop are recorded to liave fed the enthusiasm, i 
and materially assisted the labors, of the young cultivator of 
natural science. The German chemist, Seheele, whose name 
ranks, in his own department, with the greatest of his time, 
was, as well as Davy, apprenticed in early life to an apothe­
cary. While living in his master’s house, he used a cretly to 
prosecute the study of his favorite science, by employing often J 
half the night, in reading the works that treated of it, or mak­
ing experiments with instruments fabricated as Davy’s were, 
by himself, and out of equally simple materials.
Like the young British Philosopher, too, Seheele is record­
ed to have sometimes alarmed the whole household by his de­
tonations, an incident which always brought down upon him 
the severe anger of his master, and heavy menaces, intended 
to deter him from ever again applying himself to such dan­
gerous studies, which, however, he did not long regard. It 
was at an apothecary’s house that Boyle and his Oxford friends 
first held their scientific meetings, induced, as we arc expressly 
told, by the opportunity they would thus have of obtaining 
drugs wherewith to make their experiments.
Newton lodged with an apothecary, while at school in the 
town of Grantham; and as, even at an early age, he is known 
to have been ardently devot-d to scientific conti iv.n.c s a id 
experiments, and to have been in the habit of converting alt 
sorts of articles into auxiliaries in his favorite pursuits, it is 
not probable that the various strange preparations which filled 
the shelves and boxes of his landlord s shop would escape his 
curious examination. Although Newton’s glory chiefly de­
pends upon his discoveries in abstract and mechanical science, 
some of fiis speculations, and especially some of his writings 
on the subject of light and color, show that the internal con­
stitution of matter and its chemical properties, had also much 
occupied his thoughts. Thus, too, in other departments, ge­
nius has found itself sufficient materials and instrument:, in I 
the humblest and most common articles, and the simplest con­
trivances. Ferguson observed the places of the stars by means 
of a thread, witn j few heads strung on it, and Tycho Bracht 
did the same thing with a pair of compasses. Toe self-taught 
American philos q-.ier, It tteujiou.se, being, when a you no 
man, employed as an agricullui il laborer, used to draw geo­
metrical diagrams on his p’ougn, and study them as he turned 
up the furrow. Pascal, when a mere boy, made himself mas­
ter of many elementary propositions of geometry, without the 
assistance of any master, by tracing the figures on the floor of 
hia room with a bit of coat This, or a atick burned at the
Daniel Webster__ Mr. Webster, as we are reminded by
n well written Memoir attached to a very fine head in Her­
ring’s Portrait Gallery, is now 51 years of age—52 next 18tli ' 
of January. He was born in Salisbury, N. IL, at tiiat time I 
a frontier town, where his father was, we believe, the first set- | 
tier. After passing his caily life on a farm, like Cass (who , 
was bprn in the same State and the same year) Marshall, Clay, 
McLane, and many other of our ablest men, he was enabled 
by ennsidcishle sacrifices on the part of his family to enter 
Dartmouth College at the age of 17, where he graduated in 
lSOl. He began the study of law in his native place, and 
finished it under Governor Gore in this city (Boston) where 
he was admitt. I to the bar in 1805. Having practiced two 
years at Boseawcn, N. II., he removed to Portsmouth, where 
he is supposed to have derived some benefit from his inter­
course with Chief Justice Smith and his encounters with Mr. 
Mason. He entered poittieal lile in 1812, at the age of SO, 
as a Representative to congress, and continued in it till 1810, 
when he removed to this city, and devoted himself for seveial 
years oxc'uswely to In’s profession, w ith tl.e exception of being 
one of tiie great Convention for revising the Constitution in 
1820—21, in which 1. • t-ok a leading part, and of delivering 
his well-known Anniversary Address at Plymouth, Dee. 22, 
1820. In 1825 be addressed Lafayette on Bunker Hill; in 
1826, he pronounced the Eulogy of Adams and Jefferson in 
this city; from 1823 to 1827 he represented this district in 
Congress, and since that time be lias been twice elected a 
Senator of tl.e State..—lb.
I mss.— Among the natural phenomena of the South Sea 
Islands, the tide is one of the most singular, and presents as 
great an exception to the theory of Sir Isaac Newton, as is to 
he met with in any part of the world. The rising and fall­
ing of the waters of the ocean, appear, if influenced at all, to 
be so hi a very small degree, only by the moon. The height 
to which the water rises varies but a few inches during the 
whole year, and at no time is it elevated more than a foot or 
i >ot and a half. Tlie sea, however, often rises to an unusual 
height, hut this appears to l»e the effect of a strong wind blow­
ing tor some time from one quarter, or the heavy swells of the 
•.ea which flow from different directions, nnd prevail equally 
during the time of high and low water. During the year, 
whsiever may be the age Or situation of the moon, the water 
is lowest at six in the morning and the same hour in the eve­
ning, and highest at noon and midnight. This is so well es­
tablished, that the time of night is marked by the ebbing and 
flowing of the tide; and, in all the Island, the term for high 
water and for midnight is the same.—Ellis's Polynesian Re­
searches.
Care of the Aged----As having their own way is one of tbs
greatest comforts of life to old people, 1 think their friends 
should endeavor to accommodate them io that, as well as in 
any thing else. When they have long lived io a house, it be­
comes natural to them; they are almost as closely connected 
with it, as ths tortoise with his shell; they then die, if you 
tear them out of it: old folks and old trees, if yon remove 
them, ’tis ten to on? that you kill them; so let our good old 
sister be no more importuned on that heed. We are growing 
old fast ourselves, and we shall expect the same kind of in­
dulgences: and if we give them, we shall have a right to re­
ceive them in our turn__ Franklins Familiar Letters.
1 INTERESTING Fact__ The Beverend Mr. Roberts, of Bris.
(ol, in his visits to prisons in England from time to time, has 
(alien in with many convicts under sentence of death. In 
167 instances he inquired of the malefactor whether he had 
ever witnessed an execution? It turned out that no fewer 
than 164- out of these 167 condemned offenders'had been spec* 
tutors in the. crowd upon these melancholy occasions, which the 
legislature designed to operate as warnings to the profligate.— 
So much for the “efficacy of sanguinary examples” in deter­
ring from crime!—Sat. Ev. Post.
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